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Abstract
This commentary is concernedwith a specific form of power and discipline that is exerted through governance by numbers.
Because of its many parallels to classical Foucauldian panopticism, governance based on numbers can be coined ‘nume-
rocratic panopticism.’ Yet, going beyond similarities between classical and numerocratic panopticism, the commentary
suggests three features specific to numerocratic panopticism that actually reverse characteristic traits of classical panop-
ticism: In contrast to classical panopticism, numerocratic panopticism is multi-centered, non-spatial and open-purpose.
Research on governance by numbers can benefit from a heuristic of panopticism if it considers both similarities and differ-
ences between classical and numerocratic panopticism.
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1. Introduction
In the wake of New Public Management, public service
sectors are increasingly governed by numbers. The cold,
rational gaze of indicators, metrics and algorithms is sup-
posed to increase productivity and efficiency and facil-
itate transparency and accountability. This new gover-
nance landscape also seizes the higher education sec-
tor: Governance based on numbers is developed and en-
forced by political stakeholders and media corporations
and employed at different levels from the state to the uni-
versity to individual departments. The contributions to
this thematic issue survey this landscape. Krüger (2020),
Hillebrandt (2020), and Kandiko Howson and Buckley
(2020) illustrate how increasingly extensive and elabo-
rate data infrastructures are becoming an end in them-
selves. The contributions by Dix, Kaltenbrunner, Tijdink,
Valkenburg, and de Rijcke (2020) and Huber (2020) show
how performance-based budgeting and quality assur-
ance schemes direct universities, departments and re-
searchers toward new objectives. Ringel, Brankovic, and
Werron (2020) demonstrate how organizations ensure
the ongoing production and promotion of rankings as a
numerical observation of higher education institutions.
In the following, I will zoom in on the form of power
and discipline that is exerted by governance based on
numbers. Against the backdrop of Michel Foucault’s
socio-historical study on panopticism (Foucault, 1991),
I will discuss different aspects of governance by numbers
as panopticism.
2. Governance by Numbers as Panopticism
The contributions to this thematic issue create an
overview of governance by numbers as an arrangement
of discourses, devices, practices and infrastructures that
facilitate the performance-oriented steering of higher
education. This provides the opportunity to reflect
again upon governance by numbers as a Foucauldian
power-knowledge complex based on panoptical disposi-
tifs (Foucault, 1977, p. 194). In doing so, my aim is to
show how research on governance by numbers can ben-
efit from a Foucauldian perspective on power and dis-
cipline, a perspective that is all but new to the study
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of quantification (cf. Mennicken & Espeland, 2019) but
which nonetheless brings issues to the fore that can com-
plement the current contributions.
A panopticon is both a specific type of institutional
building and a general system of control. Originally de-
veloped by the philosopher and social reformer Jeremy
Bentham in the 18th century, panopticism received pop-
ular attentionwhen Foucault used it as an analogy for the
emergence of the modern disciplinary society (Foucault,
1991). Epitomizing a general principle that allows for the
efficient exertion of power and discipline, the panopti-
con was the ideal metaphor for Foucault to explain how
human complexities are ordered and individuals are in-
serted seamlessly into the social machinery. The classi-
cal panoptical architecture is realized in a circular build-
ing. The periphery of the rotunda is divided into cells
with two windows: One that opens on the outside and
allows the light to cross the cell from one side to the
other, and another window that opens toward the cen-
ter. In the center is a tower with windows that open
toward the peripheral cells around it. The tower is oc-
cupied by an individual in task of surveying the sepa-
rated, perfectly individualized cells. While each cell is
constantly visible from the tower and the tower is visi-
ble from the cells, the inmates never knowwhether they
are actually being observed at a specific point in time.
The appeal that the panopticon had for contemporaries
is (at least) twofold: First, there is no escape from the
panoptic gaze. It can penetrate each cell. Second, power
relations are automatized. They are upheldmechanically,
without force, chains and dungeons.
Discussing governance by numbers as a form of
panopticism, I join other scholars who have identified dif-
ferent forms of number-based panopticism. The increase
of quantification and the centralization of the produc-
tion, collection and analysis of numerical data have led
to what has been described as statistical panopticism
(Diaz-Bone, 2019). Based essentially on numerical infor-
mation, statistical panopticism generates and accumu-
lates hugemasses of data, for example in the form of offi-
cial statistics on unemployment or as data on health gath-
ered by apps developed in insurance companies. The
examples already convey that the potential of number-
based panopticism has exponentially increased due to
technological developments. Consequently, information
technology in the business sector has been described as
an information panopticon that records and displays hu-
man behavior and thus provides the computer age with
a new degree of transparency (Zuboff, 1988). Although
similar to statistical panopticism, an information panop-
ticon is not necessarily characterized by huge masses
of data. It is usually limited to the workplace and thus
geared more directly towards the managerial control of
workers. The academic equivalent of the information
panopticon in the business sector are numerocratic tech-
niques of scientometrics, which exercise a power that
aims to govern large populations of academics through
numbers and standards (Angermuller & van Leeuwen,
2018). Current digital information technologies have
long potentiated the means of information panopticon.
Digital archives fromGoogle Scholar to academia.edu are
deeply embedded in the social organization of the sci-
ences. They form what has been coined a digital panop-
ticon in which everybody can observe everybody else—
and not least themselves (Angermüller, 2010).
Reflections on statistical, informational and digital
panopticism have revealed important insights on gover-
nance based on numbers. Although it employs different
foci, the literature illustrates that governance by num-
bers can be conceived as a panoptical dispositif of power
and discipline. The literature shares the basic assump-
tion that there are marked similarities between classical
and contemporary panoptical dispositifs.
3. Some Specifics of Numerocratic Panopticism
The similarities between classical panopticism and gover-
nance based on numbers notwithstanding, I would like
to stress three differences between the two panopti-
cal dispositifs. This may specify the heuristic of panopti-
cism and contribute to a clearer picture of what could
be coined ‘numerocratic panopticism,’ a form of gov-
ernment in which the authority of numbers is exerted
through panoptical power and discipline (cf. Angermuller
& van Leeuwen, 2018).
The first difference between classical and numero-
cratic panopticism concerns the way in which the ob-
server and the observed are arranged in relation to each
other. In the classical panopticon, observed subjects are
locked in separated cells around a central tower from
which they are observed. Numerocratic panopticism re-
verses this positional arrangement of the observer and
the observed in two ways. First, the new positional ar-
rangement does not lock up the observed in a peripheral
cell, but places them in the center and surrounds them
with observers. There is no single disciplining gaze em-
anating from the center. Rather, academic subjects are
now observed by a number of different indicators and
metrics. While the revolutionary potential of the clas-
sical panopticon is based on its ability to “reduce the
number of those who exercise power” (Foucault, 1991,
p. 206), numerocratic panopticism reverses this logic
and increases the number of observers. In this regard,
a heuristic of panopticism could complement Huber’s
(2020) contribution on financial quantification in univer-
sities, which attends to various types of numbers that
are produced for a multiplicity of audiences. The second
reversal of the positional arrangement of the classical
panopticon is that the aim of numerocratic panopticism
is not to isolate the observed in separated cells. Instead,
the observed subjects can see each other, indeed, they
are supposed to mutually observe, compare and disci-
pline each other. In the numerocratic panopticon, the
disciplining gaze does not only emanate from multiple
observers but also from other observed subjects, and, fi-
nally, from each subject observing itself. University rank-
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ings, as analyzed by Ringel et al. (2020), are a prime ex-
ample of this form of discipline.
Although Foucauldian panopticism is a general prin-
ciple for the exertion of control and power, it has to be
realized in spatial arrangements. Classical panopticism is
dependent on a specific architectural form that has been
adopted by disciplinary institutions like psychiatric asy-
lums or penitentiaries. Governance based on numbers
does not rely on such spatial constraints. Its realization
neither depends on the spatial arrangements of build-
ings nor on themutual physical presence of the observer
and the observed in the same locality. Although indica-
tors and metrics as well as the paper sheets and dig-
ital databases hosting them can have a material form,
they are void of a specific spatial localization and do not
require the individual to be “inserted in a fixed place”
(Foucault, 1991, p. 197). To be sure, the formula for the
spread of panopticism beyond enclosed spaces already
lies in the panoptic principle itself and the spread of
disciplinary institutions during the classical age. Yet, the
reversal of the distinctively spatial arrangement of clas-
sical panopticism is only fully realized by omnipresent,
non-spatial numerocratic panopticism that resembles a
fluid network rather than an architectural form. The non-
spatiality and omnipresence of governance by numbers
is illustrated in the contributions by Krüger (2020) and
Ringel et al. (2020) on data infrastructures and rankings,
which are precisely located at the intersection of politics,
economy, media and academia, interrelating different
practices, organizations and research fields. A heuristic
of panopticism could complement these contributions,
revealing how panoptical dispositifs allow specific forms
of power and discipline to permeate practices, organiza-
tions and fields.
As a third difference to classical panopticism, nume-
rocratic panopticism is much more open regarding the
specific purpose of observation and control. The ulti-
mate rationale of the classical panopticon is “measur-
ing, supervising and correcting the abnormal” in order
“to train or correct individuals” (Foucault, 1991, pp. 199,
203). Crucially, this rationale is achieved because the
observed can never be sure whether they are actually
being observed, even though the tower is constantly
visible. Numerocratic panopticism reverses this setting:
First, subjects do know that they are being observed at
any moment, that each action is tracked and filed. Yet,
unlike the tower, the observing entity is not in plain sight
but has diffused into algorithms, metrics and indicators.
Second, it is much more difficult to pinpoint the purpose
of individual observations. Observed subjects do not au-
tomatically knowwhat each observer expects from them.
What is more, some observations might bear no rele-
vance at all for the observed. At the very least, it is an
empirical question whether data collected by, for exam-
ple, academia.edu has any impact on academics’ every-
day life. Contributions to this thematic issue emphasize
this: They show that observers produce numbers with-
out actually using them (Hillebrandt, 2020), that num-
bers are produced without an explicit purpose (Kandiko
Howson et al., 2020; Krüger, 2020), and that the purpose
of observations can be challenged and contested (Dix
et al., 2020). A heuristic of panopticism could comple-
ment these contributions by raising questions about the
disciplining effects of observations that are more open
regarding their specific purpose. A Foucauldian perspec-
tive suggests that this openness is precisely the founda-
tion for the self-discipline of subjects that is already im-
plied in the panopticon and fully developed in govern-
mentality (Foucault, 2010).
4. Conclusion
Although classical and numerocratic panopticism share
many similarities, I have proposed three features that dis-
tinguish them. Future research on governance by num-
bers can benefit from a heuristic of panopticism if it
considers not only similarities, but also the differences
between classical and numerocratic panopticism. First,
numerocratic panopticism is multi-centered. Instead of
a single observing entity, numerocratic panopticism is
characterized by a multitude of different observers that
have moved to the periphery. They surround the ob-
served that is now placed in the center. Second, nume-
rocratic panopticism is non-spatial. It is an omnipresent,
fluid network that does not rely on specific spatial ar-
rangements but permeates practices, organizations and
fields. Third, numerocratic panopticism is open-purpose.
The observed is not aware of the exact purposes of any in-
dividual observation, and some observations may be en-
tirely insignificant to the observed. Crucially, these three
distinct features of numerocratic panopticism reverse
the respective features of the classical panopticon. This
suggests that governance by numbers is not only an epit-
ome of classical panopticism but, at least in some key as-
pects, also a panopticon reversed.
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